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The mechanical behavior of self-assembled lipid tubules is an important property which determines their
suitability for technological applications. We study the instability of multibilayer lipid tubules �with wall
thickness t and external radius Rext� beyond elastic response under local radial atomic force microscopy
indentations. A discontinuity in force-distance curves associated with the buckling instability of lipid tubules is
observed. The critical force at which lipid tubules undergo a buckling transition linearly scales as t /Rext. In
addition, a reduced critical buckling force is found to extend a distance of �1 �m from the end of lipid
tubules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled lipid tubules with crystalline bilayer walls
have raised considerable interest due to their potential uses
as organized templates for protein crystallization �1,2� and
metallization �3–7�, controlled release systems for drug de-
livery �8–10�, and encapsulates for functional molecules
�11–14�. During the past decade, much progress has been
made in understanding the structure, morphology, and mo-
lecular ordering of lipid tubules �15–21�. The self-assembly
mechanism of lipid tubules has also received considerable
attention from a theoretical point of view �22–26�.

The mechanical behavior of lipid tubules is an important
property for many of their applications. There have been
attempts in measuring the mechanical properties of lipid
tubules by bending them with optical tweezers �27� and
moving contact lines �28,29�. However, these bending ex-
periments probe the mechanical properties of lipid tubules
over a large length scale. Atomic force microscope �AFM� is
emerging as a powerful nanoindentation tool for studying the
elastic properties of individual supramolecular assemblies,
including lipid vesicles �30,31�, virus capsids �32–35�, and
protein tubes �36–41�, by the measurement of force-distance
curves when the AFM tip moves up and down over a point
on their surfaces. The Young’s modulus of individual su-
pramolecular assemblies can be determined by the analysis
of the force-distance curves with appropriate theoretical
models. We have studied the radial elasticity of self-
assembled lipid tubules of 1,2-bis�tricosa-10,12-diynoyl�-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine �DC8,9PC� by AFM indentation
�42�. The linear elastic response of the lipid tubules subject
to small loading forces is well described by the finite element
method, giving a Young’s modulus of �703 MPa. One of
the advantages of AFM indentation is its better control over
loading forces. Therefore, a greater range of loading forces
can be applied on lipid tubules to understand their structural
instability under large deformation. In this paper, we report
the buckling instability of lipid tubules with multiple-bilayer
walls beyond linear response under local radial AFM inden-

tations. The critical force at which lipid tubules undergo a
buckling transition linearly scales as t /Rext, where t is the
wall thickness and Rext is the external radius of lipid tubules.
Furthermore, we observe a reduced critical buckling force
near the tubule ends.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Lipid tubules were synthesized by thermal cycling of a 5
mg/mL suspension of 1,2-bis�tricosa-10,12-diynoyl�-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine �DC8,9PC� �Avanti Polar Lipids,
Alabaster, AL� in ethanol/water �70:30 v/v� from 60 °C to
room temperature at a rate of �0.5 °C /min �43�. The poly-
merization of lipid tubules in solution was performed with a
UV light �254 nm� for 20 min at room temperature. AFM
�Digital Instruments Dimension 3100� with software version
6.12r1 was used to study the structure and mechanical prop-
erties of lipid tubules in an open liquid cell. Silicon nitride
cantilevers �Nanosensors� were employed. The size of the
cantilever tips �radius of curvature� is about 15 nm according
to the manufacturer. Indentation experiments of lipid tubules
were conducted in contact mode at room temperature. Force-
distance curves were recorded by measuring the deflection
�force� of the cantilevers as they approached the lipid tu-
bules.

The Young’s modulus was calculated from the measured
stiffness of lipid tubules with the finite element analysis. In
the finite element simulation process, lipid tubules were
modeled as tubes made of a homogeneous material and
loaded by a rigid spherical indenter with a radius of 15 nm,
similar to the size of AFM tips used in our indentation ex-
periments. Considering axial symmetry of the problem, the
model was reduced to a quarter sector using the two mirror-
symmetry planes intersecting at the loading point. This quar-
ter sector was divided into 4500 brick elements and sub-
jected to axisymmetrical boundary conditions. The Poisson
ratio of lipid tubules was chosen as 0.48, the mean value of
common biomaterials. The post processing was done by the
commercially available ABAQUS 6.6 program. ABAQUS is de-
signed for the finite element analysis of the behavior of sol-
ids and structures under loading. In our experiments, loading
was simulated by prescribing a downward movement of the*jfang@mail.ucf.edu
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rigid spherical indenter, which was calculated in increments
of 100. The AFM tip-lipid tubule contact was modeled as
frictionless. The Young’s modulus and wall thickness of the
modeled tubules were adjusted and the analysis was repeated
until the measured stiffness of the modeled tubules fitted the
measured stiffness of the lipid tubules.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments, a drop ��100 �l� of DC8,9PC tubule
solution was placed onto a clean glass slide and left to dry
for 30 min in air at room temperature. A drop of water was
then added onto the tubule-adsorbed glass substrate to ensure
a complete immersion of an AFM cantilever in an open liq-
uid cell. All tubules were adsorbed on the glass surface, as
evidenced from the low-resolution AFM image shown in Fig.
1�a�. The image was taken in contact mode at a scanning rate
of 0.5 Hz and a 512�512 pixel size. Most of the adsorbed
tubules were intact and showed cylindrical shapes, suggest-
ing that they were not grossly distorted during the sample
preparation. The measured height of the intact tubules was
500�10 nm, which agrees with the diameter of lipid tu-
bules measured by electron microscope.

To position an AFM tip in the center region of an intact
lipid tubule, we set the long axial of the AFM cantilever to
be parallel to the long axis of the tubule by rotating the
sample under the guidance of the optical microscope built in
the AFM. To minimize the effect of thermal drift on the
indentation positions, we gradually reduced the scan size af-
ter locating an intact tubule at a slow scanning speed of
0.3 �m /s in a large size of view. We then tuned the tip
position by making a profile scan and redirecting the tip to
the middle of the cross section of the tubule before beginning
the indentation experiments. The force-z �FZ� piezodistance
curves were recorded as the AFM tip approached the tubule.
Since the AFM cantilever is at an angle relative to a sample
surface, plowing can occur due to the X movement caused by

coupling of the Z and X axes of the piezoscanner during
indentation. When indenting in the Z direction, the X-rotate
parameter allows us to add a movement of the scanner op-
posite to the direction in which the cantilever points. In our
experiments, the X-rotate parameter was set to 22° to prevent
the AFM cantilever from plowing the surface along the X
direction. Figure 1�b� is a typical FZ curve taken on an intact
lipid tubule with a uniform external radius of �250 nm at a
speed of 600 nm/s with a maximum loading force of 2.5 nN,
together with the corresponding cantilever deflection curve
on a glass substrate, which can be considered as an infinitely
stiff material compared to AFM cantilevers. Both FZ curves,
which were taken with the same cantilever during the ap-
proach process, were shifted along the Z-distance axis to set
the tip-sample contact point to zero. The horizontal differ-
ence between the Z distance of the lipid tubule and the can-
tilever deflection for a given loading force is the indentation
��Z�. As can be seen from Fig. 1�b�, once contact is estab-
lished, a linear response is observed in the FZ curve. The
linear FZ curve is highly reproducible during the repeated
indentations under the loading force of 2.5 nN. At this load-
ing force, the tubule is indented by �23 nm. The retraction
FZ curve under this indentation condition shows only a very
small hysteresis. After repeated indentations in the linear re-
gime, the tubule is reimaged by AFM. We observe no evi-
dence of collapse and damage, suggesting that the tubule
undergoes elastic deformation. The spring constant measured
from the slopes of the linear FZ curves taken from 52 in-
tact tubules with an external radius of �250 nm is
0.036�0.002 N /m.

To probe the structural instability of lipid tubules beyond
their elastic response under radial AFM indentations, we in-
creased loading forces. Figure 2�a� shows the FZ curves
taken by three repeated indentations at a speed of 600 nm/s
with a maximum loading force of 5 nN. We find that the
initial linear response for the first indentation persists up to a
critical loading force of 3.6 nN. At this point, there is a sharp
drop in force. The indentation at this point is �72 nm, cor-
responding to �14% of its origin height. The force then
increases with further indentation. The discontinuity of FZ
curves was also observed in the AFM indentation experi-
ments of virus capsids �32,35,44,45� and protein microtu-
bules �36,40�. It was considered as an indicator of the buck-
ling or failure of shell structures. The subsequent AFM
image taken immediately after the sharp drop in force shows
that the tubule undergoes a buckling transition from convex
�Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�� to concave curvature �Figs. 2�d� and
2�e��. The buckling transition of lipid tubules can be viewed
as a localized, nonlinear instability �46�. The height profile in
Fig. 2�e� shows that the depression is �80 nm, which is
slightly larger than the indentation ��72 nm� measured
from the FZ curves. The sharp drop in force observed in the
first FZ curve �Fig. 2�a�� is likely due to the buckling of the
tubule wall away from the end of the AFM tip. After buck-
ling, the FZ curve cannot be retraced when the AFM tip is
withdrawn from the tubule surface at the speed of 600 nm/s.
There is a large hysteresis in the retraction FZ curve. How-
ever, the buckled tubule can recover its original convex cur-
vature after relaxation for 10 min in water at room tempera-
ture �Figs. 2�f� and 2�g��. By repeatedly taking the FZ curves

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Contact mode AFM image of lipid
tubules adsorbed on a glass substrate. The image was taken in a
liquid cell at room temperature. �b� �FZ� piezodistance curve �solid
blue line� on an intact lipid tubule with an external radius of
�250 nm under a maximum loading force of 2.5 nN, together with
the FZ curve �dotted dark line� on a glass substrate. Both FZ curves
were performed in a liquid cell with the same AFM tip during the
approach process and shifted along the z-distance axis to set the
tip-sample contact point to zero. The horizontal difference �Z be-
tween the two curves for a given loading force represents the in-
dentation depth of the lipid tubule by the AFM tip.
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on the same region of the recovered tubule after each 10 min
relaxation with the same loading speed and loading force, we
find that the recovered tubule shows a slight softening as
evidence of the decrease in the slope of the second and third
FZ curves �Fig. 2�a��. The softening under the second and
third indentations was observed for all tubules tested. The
critical buckling force Fcrit at which the tubule undergoes the
buckling transition decreased from 4.2 to 3.4 nN after three
indentations �Fig. 2�a��, suggesting that the tubule is not fully
recovered in terms of its mechanical strength after 10 min
relaxation. Presumably, the lipid molecules rearrange in the
tubule walls after buckling. However, the resolution of the
AFM image of the recovered tubule shown in Fig. 2�f� is not
sufficiently high to examine the possible rearrangement.

Furthermore, we perform a series of indentations from the
end of a lipid tubule to the middle section �Fig. 3�a�� with the
same AFM tip at the same loading speed and loading force.
Since there is a slight decrease in the Fcrit for the second and
third FZ curves �Fig. 2�a��, we use the first forward FZ curve

of each indentation to determine the Fcrit near the end of the
tubule. Figure 3�b� is a plot of the Fcrit as a function of the
distance along the longitudinal direction. It is known that the
sudden drop in force may also be a result of the tip slipping
off the top surface of a tubule during indentation. The data
shown in Fig. 3�b� were taken after the buckling was con-
firmed by reimaging. Exact determination of the indentation
position along the tubule longitudinal direction is difficult
due to thermal drift. In our experiments, the thermal drift of
the AFM indentation was estimated to be less than 20 nm
��4% of the tubule diameter� by imaging a lipid tubule ad-
sorbed on a glass substrate over time at a scanning speed of
0.3 �m /s �42�. Thus, we conclude that the uncertainty of
measuring the indentation positions along the longitudinal
direction is less than 20 nm. As can be seen in Fig. 3�b�, the
Fcrit reduces from 4.5 to 4.1 nN over a distance of �1 �m
from the tubule end. The reduced Fcrit near the tubule ends is
also observed when a series of indentations is carried from
the middle of a lipid tubule to the end. Recently, we studied

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� FZ piezodistance curves of three repeated indentations on an intact lipid tubule with an external radius of
�250 nm under a maximum loading force of 5 nN. These FZ curves were taken 10 min apart. �b� AFM image taken before the indentation.
�c� Height profile along the dashed line shown in �b�. �d� AFM image taken after the first indentation. �e� Height profile along the dashed line
shown in �d�. �f� AFM image taken after 10 min relaxation in water at room temperature. �g� Height profile along the dashed line shown
in �f�.
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the diffusion of Nile red �NR� in the crystalline bilayer walls
of DC8,9PC tubules with the fluorescence recovery after pho-
tobleaching �FRAP� and found that the FRAP kinetics of NR
showed a distinct position dependence. The diffusion of NR
slowed down at the middle of a lipid tubule while it became
faster at its ends �47�. This result indicates that the packing
density of lipid molecules near the tubule ends is lower than
that in the middle. So we conclude that the variation of lipid
packing in tubule walls leads to the reduced Fcrit near the
ends of lipid tubules.

Based on how a bilayer sheet warps around the tubule
core, different morphologies of lipid tubules can be formed.
The rolling up of a wide planar bilayer sheet around a corner
can lead to the formation of a cigarlike tubule in which the
edges of bilayer sheets appear on its external surface as he-
lical markings. For the lipid tubules formed in ethanol/water
solution, a small number of cigarlike tubules are observed by
AFM �Fig. 4�a��. The apparent width of the cigarlike tubule
is broadened by the finite size of the AFM tip. In our experi-
ments, the external radius �Rext� of lipid tubules was deter-
mined by measuring their heights. The height profiles across
the cigarlike tubule reveal that the Rext of four sections
marked in Fig. 4�a� are �290.5, �275.7, �266.1, and
�248.4 nm, respectively �see Table I�. The height profile
along the long axis of the cigarlike tubule reveals four step

edges �Fig. 4�b��. The measured thicknesses of these steps
are 14.4, 13.8, 13.5, and 13.9 nm, respectively. This suggests
that each step increases by two bilayers because the thick-
ness of single bilayers in tubule walls determined by x-ray
diffraction from DC8,9PC tubules is �6.6 nm �17�. By com-
paring the measured height of each section �Table I�, we
conclude that the increased Rext of the sections along the long
axis is mainly a result of the increase in the number of lipid
bilayers �e.g., the internal radius Rint is approximately con-
stant, while the Rext is proportional to the number of lipid
bilayers�.

The cigarlike tubule provides a simple system to study
how the mechanical property of lipid tubules is associated
with their morphologies. Since there is a slight softening of
lipid tubules for the second and third FZ curves �Fig. 2�a��,
we use the linear part of the first forward FZ curve to deter-
mine the spring constant of each section. The tubule and
cantilever system are considered as two harmonic springs
arranged in a series. The point spring constant �stiffness� of
each section is calculated according to the equation ktub

=
kcankmea

kcan−kmea
�Hooke’s law�, where the measured spring constant

�kmea� is the slope of the first FZ curve and kmea is the spring
constant of the cantilever, determined to be �0.051 N /m by
measuring its thermal fluctuations �48�. The calculated kmea
of each section are given in Table I.

The Young’s modulus E of each section can be estimated
from the measured ktub with the finite element analysis. Since
the FZ curves of multibilayer lipid tubules under the loading
speed of 600 nm/s show a considerable similarity to that of
single layer virus capsids �32,35� and protein microtubules
�36,40�, it is reasonable to suggest that there is no sliding

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Contact mode AFM image of a lipid
tubule adsorbed on a glass substrate. This image was taken before
the indentation. One end of the lipid tubule with a uniform radius of
�250 nm is visible. �b� Critical buckling force Fcrit at which the
tubule undergoes a buckling transition as a function of distance
from the tubule end. The Fcrit was measured from the first forward
FZ curve of each indentation along the long axis of the tubule
shown in �a�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Contact mode AFM image of a cigar-
like tubule with helical bilayer edges on its surface. �b� The height
profile along the dashed line shown in a, showing the four step
edges on the tubule surface. Each step corresponds to two-bilayer
increase.
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between the lipid bilayers within tubular walls. In this frame-
work, the multibilayer tubules were treated as single-layer
elastic shells made from a homogeneous material with the
Rext shown in Table I. The contact between the AFM tip and
the tubule was modeled as frictionless. Figure 5�a� shows the
deformed shape of a half segment of a tubule under AFM
indentation. The distribution of the von Mises stress coded
by color can be clearly seen in the zooming image at the

contact point. We note that the deformed region of the mod-
eled tubule extends for �30 nm from the contact point,
which is smaller than the deformed region of the buckled
tube �Fig. 2�e��. In the finite element simulation, AFM tips
were modeled as a spherical indenter with a radius of 15 nm.
However, the AFM tip used in our experiments has a pyra-
midal geometry with the curvature radius of �15 nm. We
expect that the side of the pyramidal tip will contact with
tubule walls when the indentation is larger than 15 nm. The
side contact may lead to the large extension of the deformed
region observed in our experiments. The finite element
model allows us to follow the deformation of a tubule as it is
indented. During the simulation, we varied both E and t until
the simulated force-indentation curve was best fitted with the
measured ktub of the tubule �Fig. 5�b��. The optimally fitted
results of E and t for each section are shown in Table I.

The morphology of the cigarlike tubule can be character-
ized by the t /Rext �relative wall thickness�. In the regime
0.11� t /Rext�0.23, we find that the E is very sensitive to the
t /Rext. As can be seen from Fig. 6�a�, the E decreases rapidly
for the t /Rext smaller than 0.19 and slightly decreases for the

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� The calculated E of lipid tubules as a
function of the wall thickness/external radius �t /Rext�. �b� The mea-
sured critical buckling force Fcrit of lipid tubules as a function of
the t /Rext. The Fcrit was measured from the first forward FZ curve
of each section of the tubule shown in Fig. 4�a�.

TABLE I. Summary of calculated external radius �Rext�, wall thickness �t�, spring constant �Ktub�, critical
buckling force �Fcrit�, and Young’s modulus �E� of each section of the tubule shown in Fig. 4�a�.

Section
Rext

�nm�
Ktub

�N/m�
t

�nm�
E

�MPa�
Fcrit

�nN�

1 248.4 0.029 24.4 1440 3.6

2 266.1 0.039 39.6 960 3.8

3 275.7 0.049 52.8 715 4.2

4 290.5 0.058 66.0 610 4.3

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Simulated deformation of the half
segment of a modeled tubule with an external radius of 266 nm,
corresponding to the section 2 shown in Fig. 4�a�. The distribution
of the von Mises stress coded by color is clearly seen in the zoom-
ing image at the contact point. �b� Simulated force-displacement
curves �solid lines� of the modulated tubule. During the simulation,
the external radius of the tubule was kept constant, while the num-
ber of bilayers in the tubule wall was varied. The Young’s modulus
E was chosen such that the simulated curve �solid lines� within 70
nm displacement could be best fitted with the measured spring con-
stant of 0.039 N/m �dashed line�. The optimized fitting results are
four bilayers, E=1.9 GPa, six bilayers, E=960 MPa, and eight bi-
layers, E=510 MPa.
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t /Rext between 0.19 and 0.23. The origin of the high E of the
tubules with low t /Rext might be a result of surface effects. In
general, the influence of surface effects on the mechanical
properties of materials becomes relevant at the nanoscale.
For example, the Young’s modulus of multiwalled carbon
nanotubes was found to increase significantly with decreas-
ing diameters �49�. The moduli of silver and lead nanowires
with smaller diameter were found to be higher than that of
the larger ones �50�. For polypyrrole tubes, the surface effect
on their modulus was found to be more pronounced �51�.
These size-dependent mechanical behaviors are believed to
be a surface-stiffening effect which dominates at large
surface-to-volume ratio.

The Fcrit shown in Table I was measured from the first
forward FZ curve of each section of the cigarlike tubule in
Fig. 4�a�. Interestingly, we find that the Fcrit linearly scales as
the relative wall thickness t /Rext �Fig. 6�b��. Studies have
shown that the main factor determining the buckling of
spherical shells by capillary force is the t /Rext ratio �52�. This
can be understood by elastic theory, which predicts that the
force needed to buckle a spherical shell scales as �t /Rext�2

�53�. In our experiments, buckling of lipid tubules is induced
by a point force. We show that Fcrit scales as t /Rext rather
than �t /Rext�2. The nonzero intercept with the Fcrit axis might
be due to the surface-tension contribution.

To optimize lipid tubules for technological applications, a
great effort has been made in manipulating the morphology

of lipid tubules, including radius and wall thickness �54–57�.
Control of radius is critical because it determines the release
rate in tubule-based release systems. Control of wall thick-
ness is important because the thickness determines whether
the tubules can sustain metallization. Therefore, a better un-
derstanding of how the morphology of lipid tubules affects
their mechanical properties may provide a framework for
optimizing lipid tubules for technological applications.

In summary, buckling or failure of lipid tubules is ex-
pected when the stress exceeds their ultimate strengths. To
probe the mechanical strength of lipid tubules, we examine
the limit of the elastic response of lipid tubules under AFM
indentations by increasing loading forces. The discontinuity
in the FZ curves, which is a result of the buckling transition
of lipid tubules, is observed when the loading force exceeds
a critical force. The buckled lipid tubules can slowly regain
their origin convex curvature after relaxation in water at
room temperature. The critical force at which lipid tubules
undergo the buckling transition from convex to concave cur-
vature is found to scale linearly as t /Rext. Furthermore, we
find that the critical buckling force decreases near the ends of
lipid tubules.
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